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We show that applying magnetic fields up to 30 T has a dramatic effect on the ultrafast spin dynamics in
ferrimagnetic GdFeCo. Upon increasing the field beyond a critical value, the dynamics induced by a
femtosecond laser excitation strongly increases in amplitude and slows down significantly. Such a change
in spin response is explained by different dynamics of the Gd and FeCo magnetic sublattices following a
spin-flop phase transition from a collinear to a noncollinear spin state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.117203

Ultrafast magnetism gained widespread attention by the
seminal observation of ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization of metallic Ni [1]. This experiment revealed that
exciting a ferromagnet by femtosecond laser pulses causes
a partial collapse of magnetic order, occurring much faster
than could be explained by the interactions responsible for
angular momentum exchange with the spin system that
were known at the time. The field was further fueled by
experiments revealing that femtosecond laser excitations
open up effective channels of angular momentum transfer
and can lead to all-optical magnetic switching [2–5].
Controlling the amplitude and time scale of the response
of spins to a femtosecond laser excitation has become a
topic crossing the borders of the subfield of ultrafast
magnetism, influencing research on magnetic recording
[2], spintronics [6], and magnonics [7].
It has been demonstrated that the time scale of the spin
response to a femtosecond laser excitation can be controlled by varying the Curie temperature, the atomic
magnetic moment of the chemical elements, and the
intensity of the excitation [8–10]. The question, whether
high magnetic fields can also affect the time scale of the
ultrafast spin response to a femtosecond laser excitation,
has not been answered yet. A simple estimate shows that, as
the period of the Larmor precession of the electron spin is
28 GHz=T, in order to affect the spin response in the range
1–10 ps, one has to apply magnetic fields above 10 T.
However, combining high magnetic fields with ultrafast
magnetization dynamics experiments has so far been a
challenge.
We have built a setup that allows us to investigate laserinduced ultrafast magnetization dynamics in high magnetic
fields up to 37.5 T. Here, we report time resolved magnetooptical Kerr effect (TR MOKE) measurements in magnetic
fields up to 30 T of the rare earth transition metal (RE TM)
alloy GdFeCo. We find that high fields surprisingly lead to
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an increased susceptibility of the system to an external laser
stimulus and cause an initial slowing down, rather than
speeding up, of the ultrafast magnetization dynamics. To
explain the observed dynamics in the uncompensated
ferrimagnet, we suggest a phenomenological model which
is based on substantially different dynamics of the RE and
TM magnetic sublattices.
In the studied amorphous ferrimagnetic alloy GdFeCo,
the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between the RE
and the TM magnetic sublattices favors a collinear antiparallel alignment. The magnetizations of the transition
metal M T and the rare earth MR sublattices show different
temperature behavior. The studied alloy has a composition
of 24% Gd, 66.5% Fe, and 9.5% Co which results in a
compensation temperature T M ¼ 283 K at which the sublattices cancel each other out, leading to a zero net
magnetization Mnet ¼ jMR − M T j ¼ 0. Below this temperature T < T M , M net is dominated by the RE sublattice
MR > M T . Above the compensation T > T M , the situation
is opposite M R < MT . The Curie temperature of the alloy is
around 500 K. The studied sample is a multilayer structure
grown on a SiO2 substrate: SiO2 =AlTið10Þ=SiNð5Þ=
RE TMð20Þ=SiNð60Þ, where the layer thickness is given
in parentheses in nm. The GdFeCo magnetic layer in this
structure is characterized by an easy-axis type of magnetic
anisotropy, oriented perpendicularly to the sample plane.
The anisotropy is relatively weak in GdFeCo due to the
S-state Gd3þ ions [11,12].
If the magnetic field reaches the critical value Hsf , a
ferrimagnet undergoes a spin-flop transition [13,14]; i.e.,
the magnetizations of the sublattices turn from the normal
of the sample, get canted, and form a noncollinear state.
The spin-flop transition is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a),
where Hsf marks the boundary between the collinear region
I and the noncollinear region II. The canting angles θR;T
of the magnetic sublattices can be further controlled by the
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the spin-flop behavior
at T < T M of the rare earth and transition metal magnetic
sublattices (M R and M T , respectively) upon increasing the
external magnetic field (adapted from [15]). (b) Static
MOKE data of the GdFeCo sample measured at 630 nm
wavelength at different temperatures from 230.0 to 321.0 K. A
paramagnetic background was subtracted from the
measurements. The magnetization compensation temperature
T M lies at around 283 K. MOKE and VSM
measurement are shown for 230 K. (c) Coercive field Hc and
spin-flop field H sf extracted from the static MOKE data as a
function of temperature. The error lies within the symbol size.

magnetic field H. Increasing H beyond H sf in region II,
both sublattice magnetizations will tilt towards H as it
competes more and more with the intersublattice exchange
interaction. If the magnetic anisotropy is weak, the
spin-flop field can be approximated by [13,16] Hsf ∼
λR−T jM R − MT j, with λR−T the intersublattice exchange
field parameter.
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At the saturation field H S ∼ λR−T ðM R þ M T Þ, which
defines the onset of region III, both magnetizations align
collinearly along H. H S is of the order of ∼100 T for
GdFeCo [17] as it has to overcome the intersublattice
exchange field.
To define the spin-flop fields for the studied structure we
measured the polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) at
normal incidence of light at a wavelength of 630 nm. In this
experiment, the light probes the normal component of the
magnetization of the FeCo sublattice [18,19]. Figure 1(b)
shows the results of these measurements. Besides hysteresis loops that close at the coercive fields H C , the
measurements reveal the spin-flop transition at fields
>2 T, indicated by the black arrows in Fig. 1(b). The
spin-flop fields Hsf and the coercive fields HC deduced
from these data are plotted in Fig. 1(c). Hsf indeed
decreases along with jM R − MT j upon approaching T M .
As a consequence of the magnetic reorientation during the
spin-flop transition in ferrimagnets, a drastic increase of the
net magnetization upon reaching Hsf [13,16] can be
observed using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)
[see red curve at 230 K in Fig. 1(b)].
Figure 2 shows a set of TR MOKE measurements on
GdFeCo below (T ¼ 230 K, μ0 Hsf ¼ 3.0 T) and above
(T ¼ 289 K, μ0 Hsf ¼ 2.4 T) T M at different applied magnetic fields. All measurements were performed with
630 nm probe and 800 nm pump wavelengths in the polar
Kerr geometry. As in the static MOKE measurements, the
probe at this wavelength is mainly sensitive to the polar
component of the TM sublattice magnetization. It is seen
that crossing Hsf has a significant influence on the laserinduced magnetization dynamics. For both temperatures,
the demagnetization at fields below Hsf is about 4% of the
ferrimagnetic saturation magnetization MT ðH C < H <
Hsf Þ and occurs on a subpicosecond time scale. In stark
contrast, above Hsf in region II the amplitude and time
scale of the transient signal increase by an order of
magnitude. As the field is increased further beyond H sf ,
the amplitude is reduced again and the signal peaks at
earlier delay times. Additionally, oscillations appear at
fields above Hsf that increase in frequency as the field is
increased.
Furthermore, for T > T M , a change in sign of the
transient signal for fields above compared to fields below
Hsf takes place. This can be connected to a similar change
in sign visible in the static MOKE measurements at the
same temperature and field shown in Fig. 1(b). This
asymmetry in signal with respect to temperature relative
to T M has been observed before in ferrimagnets [20] and
was linked to slight variations in the chemical composition
of the GdFeCo layer. However, comparing all measurements presented in Fig. 2 to the static MOKE data at the
same temperatures, we can conclude that the femtosecond
laser excitation always causes an initial reduction of the
polar component of the TM magnetization.
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FIG. 2. (a) and (b) show the magnetization dynamics measured by TR MOKE in GdFeCo at different applied magnetic fields below
and above T M , respectively. As an example, we show the exponential fit (red dashed line) used to quantify the dynamics in the first
picoseconds after pump arrival for both temperatures at 5 T. Also at 5 T and in the first panel for fields < Hsf , the position of the rare
earth (green) and transition metal (red) magnetic sublattice is depicted schematically for two cases, probe delay < 0 and > 0. In the
measurements at 1.5 T and 230 K the signal slightly decreases in the range between 40–50 ps. Such a slight decrease is most likely an
artifact due to instabilities of the sample temperature and laser intensity. Note that ferrimagnets are especially sensitive to such
instabilities in the vicinity of the compensation temperature and spin-flop transitions.

Fitting the data of the first picoseconds after the arrival of
the pump stimulus with a single exponential function of the
form A exp½ð−x=τÞ, allows us to find the amplitude A and
decay time τ [dashed red lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) at 5 T].
In Figs. 3(a) and 3(c), the parameters jAj and τ are shown as
a function of the applied field. At both temperatures, jAj
and τ show similar behavior: a sharp increase at H sf ,
followed by a continuous decrease as the field is further
increased.
The frequencies of the oscillations were determined by
subtracting the exponential fit from the data and fitting the
remainder with a damped sine function (a comparative FFT
analysis can be found in the Supplemental Material [21]).
The deduced frequencies are plotted in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d).
The characteristic time scale of the oscillations is
1=ω ¼ 1=ð2πfÞ ∼ 1 ps, which is an order of magnitude
smaller than the decay time of the exponential fit τ ∼ 10 ps.
The equilibrium orientation of the TM spins, probed
in our experiment, is defined by the minimum of the

thermodynamic potential which, disregarding the demagnetizing fields, is given by
U ¼ −μ0 HðM R þ M T Þ þ λR−T μ0 M R M T þ UaðRÞ þ UaðTÞ ;
ð1Þ
with the first term representing the Zeeman energy, the
second the exchange energy, and the third and fourth terms
the anisotropy energy for the rare earth and transition metal
sublattice, respectively. The anisotropy energy is given by
R;T
2
UaðR;TÞ ¼ K R;T
the uniaxial
u sin ðθR;T Þ [16], with K u
anisotropy constant for the respective sublattice. It is
known that a femtosecond laser pulse can cause demagnetization of the TM sublattice on a characteristic time
scale <1 ps, demagnetization of the Gd sublattice on a time
scale of 10 ps and a change of the magnetic anisotropy
constant on a time scale determined by the electron-phonon
interaction (<3 ps) [9,22–24]. Such laser-induced changes
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FIG. 3. Absolute value of the amplitude jAj (red circles) and
decay time τ (black squares) of the single-exponential fits to the
data in Fig. 2 are shown for the measurement below (a) and above
T M (c). (b) and (d) show the extracted frequencies from the same
oscillations as a function of applied magnetic field. The lines
(red) are linear fits of the data according to Eq. (2).

can alter the equilibrium orientation of the spins and may
trigger spin resonances in magnetic media, provided that
the magnetization and the applied magnetic field are not
collinear [25,26].
Therefore, the oscillations observed in the experiment
at fields ≥Hsf can be assigned to the so called spin-flop
resonance ωsf , which in asymptotic approximation is a
linear function of the applied field. Its slope can be
expressed as follows, assuming that the magnetic
anisotropy is small compared to the applied magnetic
field [15]:
dωsf
∼ γ eff μ0 ;
dH

γ eff ¼

MR − MT
;
MR =γ R − M T =γ T

ð2Þ

with H the applied magnetic field and γ eff the effective
gyromagnetic ratio and γ R;T the gyromagnetic ratios of the
RE and TM sublattice, respectively. Figures 3(b) and 3(d)
show the frequency versus field relationship for the
observed oscillations at 230 and 289 K, respectively.
Using Eq. (2) to fit the data, the following effective g
factors geff ¼ ℏγ eff =μb are obtained: geff ¼ 1.04  0.18 at
289 K and geff ¼ 1.90  0.02 at 230 K.
The difference between the values can be explained by
the temperature dependence of the effective gyromagnetic
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ratio γ eff . As γ R ≠ γ T , γ eff depends sensitively on M R − MT
which leads to a strong temperature dependence of geff
around T M that has been theoretically described and
observed before [27–31]. At 230 K, geff is close to the
Gd g factor of 2.0 [11]. The value of geff at 289 K is much
smaller, which can be explained by being much closer to
T M ¼ 283 K at which geff ¼ 0 (see Supplemental Material
[21] for an additional measurement at 295 K).
The observed precessions can be triggered only if the
equilibrium orientation of the magnetization changes much
faster than the period of the oscillations, which have a
characteristic time scale of 1=ω ∼ 1 ps. Consequently, only
the ultrafast demagnetization of the TM magnetization can
be the trigger of these oscillations.
In our TR MOKE experiment we probe the polar
component of the TM magnetization. While in the collinear
phase in region I the magneto-optical signal is due to the
longitudinal dynamics of the TM magnetization only, the
observed jump in amplitude jAj upon crossing Hsf can be
caused by the already mentioned change in equilibrium
orientation of the magnetizations caused by a laser-induced
change in the thermodynamic potential. The dynamics
described by the exponential function in Fig. 2 occurs
on a time scale τ of tens of picoseconds, much slower than
what is expected in transition metals, either for laserinduced ultrafast demagnetization or changes in anisotropy
[23]. The only process which can account for dynamics on
such long time scales, is the laser-induced demagnetization
of the Gd sublattice [9,24]. In the canted state, this will also
cause changes in the TM sublattice orientation, due to the
RE TM exchange interaction. At increasing fields H > Hsf
this dynamics is gradually suppressed. This is consistent
with the here-presented model: as H competes more with
the intersublattice exchange field, the magnetic structure
becomes more collinear, lessening the effect of the Gd
dynamics on the polar TM sublattice dynamics. At the
saturation field HS at which all sublattice magnetizations
align collinearly with the external field, one should
again observe only the ultrafast demagnetization of the
TM magnetization such as at fields H < Hsf . Thus, in the
noncollinear state, the magnetic field can be used to control
the time scale of the measured magnetization dynamics
through canting the magnetic sublattices.
To conclude, our setup for high-field ultrafast spectroscopy allows us to reveal the impact of magnetic fields,
comparable with that of the exchange interaction, on the
magnetization dynamics in the amorphous heavy RE TM
alloy GdFeCo. By applying fields of different strengths we
can switch between different regimes of magnetization
dynamics: Below the spin-flop field in the collinear state,
only the ultrafast demagnetization of the TM sublattice is
observed. In the noncollinear state, the laser-induced
magnetization dynamics is strongly field dependent up
to 30 T and the data suggest that both magnetic sublattices
distinctly affect the transient magneto-optical signal: The
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subpicosecond response of the TM magnetic sublattice
triggers magnetic resonance oscillations in the THz range,
while the RE sublattice response causes much slower
magnetization dynamics on the time scale of tens of
picoseconds. Following up on our demonstration, the
challenge for further experimental and theoretical work
is to understand and describe in detail the effect of noncollinear spins on the ultrafast magnetization dynamics
in multisublattice systems. In particular, the role of the
RE-magnetic sublattice and the influence of anisotropy in
samples with high spin-orbit interaction are of significant
interest.
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